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Introduction. The construction of Néron

models of intermediate Jacobians in degenerations

is now a prevalent subject in progress. In this paper,

we give a method to construct such models over

higher dimensional bases by means of log geometry.

Over one dimensional bases, our construction is

reduced to that in our previous paper [KNU10a]

8.2, where we used the method of fans. But, this

method does not work over higher dimensional

bases (cf. 4.13). To overcome the difficulty, we

generalize fans to weak fans, which is the key idea of

this paper.

Our model represents the moduli functor of log

mixed Hodge structures with the given graded

quotients at each stalk (4.8), but the constructions

are not compatible with localization (see 4.16).

We omit the details of proofs, which are to be

published in our project [KNU.p1], [KNU.p2], . . . .

We are thankful to the referee for pointing out

many misprints.

1. Weak fans. Here we introduce the con-

cept of weak fans, which is the main subject of this

paper.

1.1. Let D be the classifying space of

mixed Hodge structures with polarized graded

quotients, introduced in [U84], for a fixed data

� :¼ ðH0;W; ðh ; ikÞk2Z; ððh
p;q
k Þp;qÞkÞ. This is a natural

generalization of Griffiths’ classifying space of po-

larized Hodge structures [G68]. Here the notation is

compatible with that in [KNU09] §1. In particular,

H0 is a finitely generated free Z-module, W is a

rational increasing filtration on H0;R, h ; ik is a

rational, non-degenerate, ð�1Þk-symmetric R-bilin-

ear form on grWk , and hp;q
k (p; q; k 2 Z) is a non-

negative integer such that hp;q
k ¼ 0 unless pþ q ¼ k,

that hp;q
k ¼ hq;p

k for all p; q; k, and that rankZðH0Þ ¼P
p;q;k h

p;q
k ; dimRðgrWk Þ ¼

P
p;q h

p;q
k for all k.

1.2. We continue to use the same notation as

in [KNU09] §1. Let GA (A ¼ Z;Q;R;C) be the

group of A-automorphisms of H0;A which are

compatible with the weight filtration W and the

polarizations on each graded piece. Let gA (A ¼
Q;R;C) be its Lie algebra.

1.3. Admissible nilpotent cone. A nilpotent

cone is a sharp cone in gR generated by finitely

many, mutually commuting nilpotent elements.

A nilpotent cone is admissible [SZ85, K86] if

for any N 2 �, the relative monodromy filtration

MðN;W Þ exists and depends only on the face of �

spanned by N.

1.4. Nilpotent orbit. Let � be an admissible

nilpotent cone.

A �-nilpotent orbit is a subset Z of �DD satisfying

the following (1)–(3) for some (and hence for all)

F 2 Z, where �DD � D is the compact dual of D.

(1) Z ¼ expð�CÞF . Here �C is the vector space

over C generated by � in gC.

(2) NðFpÞ � Fp�1 for all N 2 � and p 2 Z.

(3) Let N1; . . . ; Nn be a set of generators

of �. Then, expð
Pn

j¼1 iyjNjÞF 2 D for all yj � 0

(1 � j � n).

1.5. Fan in gQ. We review the notion of fan

introduced in [KNU10a, KNU10b]. This is the

mixed version of that in [KU09].

A fan � in gQ is a set of nilpotent cones in gR
satisfying the following (1)–(3).

(1) All � 2 � are rational and admissible.

(2) If � 2 �, all faces of � belong to �.
(3) If �; �0 2 �, � \ �0 is a face of �.
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1.6. Weak fan in gQ. Now we define weak

fans by relaxing the last condition in 1.5.

A weak fan � in gQ is a set of nilpotent cones in

gR satisfying the following (1)–(3).

(1) All � 2 � are rational and admissible.

(2) If � 2 �, all faces of � belong to �.

(3) Let �; �0 2 �, and assume that � and �0 have
a common interior point. Assume that there is an

F 2 �DD such that ð�; F Þ and ð�0; F Þ generate nilpo-

tent orbits. Then � ¼ �0.
1.7. We remark that in the definition in 1.6,

under the conditions (1) and (2), the condition (3) is

equivalent to (3)0 below and also is equivalent to

(3)00 below.
(3)0 If �; �0 2 � and if there is an F 2 �DD such

that ð�; F Þ, ð�0; F Þ, and ð� \ �0; F Þ generate nilpo-

tent orbits, then � \ �0 is a face of �.

(3)00 Let � be an admissible nilpotent cone. Let

ð�; F Þ (F 2 �DD) generate a nilpotent orbit. If the

set A :¼ f� 2 � j � � �; ð�; F Þ generates a nilpotent
orbitg is not empty, A has a smallest element, and it

is a face of any element of A.

1.8. We will explain in §3 that the results of

[KNU10b] can be generalized by replacing fans by

weak fans. For this, we give a few necessary

definitions in the rest of this section. Let D� be

the set of all pairs ð�; ZÞ, where � 2 � and Z is

a �-nilpotent orbit. We have embeddings D �
D�; F 7! ðf0g; fFgÞ.

1.9. Compatibility with �. Let � be a

weak fan in gQ. Let � be a subgroup of GZ.

We say � and � are compatible, if for any � 2 �

and � 2 �, we have Adð�Þ� 2 �. Further, we say

� and � are strongly compatible if they are

compatible and if any element of any � 2 �

can be written as a finite sum of elements of

the form aN, where a 2 R�0 and N 2 � satisfies

expðNÞ 2 �.

2. Basic example. In this section, for a

given weak fan in gQðgrW Þ and a given subgroup

of GQ;u :¼ KerðGQ ! GQðgrW ÞÞ, we construct a

weak fan in gQ. This result will be used in the

construction of Néron models in §4.

Fix a subgroup � of GQ;u, and fix a splitting

H0ðgrW Þ :¼
L

w H0ðgrWw Þ ’ H0 of W over Z. Here

H0ðgrWw Þ :¼ ðH0 \WwÞ=ðH0 \Ww�1Þ.
Theorem 2.1. For each w 2 Z, let �0w be a

weak fan on grWw . Let �0 :¼
Q

w �
0
w. Then, � :¼ (�-

translations of the trivial extension of �0) is a weak

fan. Here the trivial extension of �0 is the set of

cones on H0;R which come from the cones in �0

under the fixed splitting of W .

Proof. The conditions (1) and (2) in 1.6 are

trivially satisfied by construction. We examine the

condition (3) in 1.6.

Let �0; � 0 2 �0 and let �; � be their trivial

extensions, respectively. Let � 2 � and let �� ¼
Adð�Þð�Þ. Assume that N is in the interior of � and

of ��. Let F 2 �DD. Assume that ð�; F Þ and ð��; F Þ
generate nilpotent orbits.

We first claim that N� ¼ �N. In fact,

grW ðNÞ ¼ grW ðAdð�Þ�1NÞ because � 2 � � GR;u.

On the other hand, N 2 � and Adð�Þ�1N 2 � are

pure of weight 0 with respect to W under the fixed

splitting of W . Hence N ¼ Adð�Þ�1N, that is,

N� ¼ �N.

Since grW ðNÞ is in the interior of �0 and of � 0

and since ð�0; F ðgrW ÞÞ and ð� 0; F ðgrW ÞÞ generate

nilpotent orbits, we have �0 ¼ � 0 because �0 is a

weak fan.

Since �0 is admissible on grW with respect to the

canonical weight filtration by [CK82], so is � on

H0;R with respect to W . It follows that the adjoint

action of � on gR is admissible with respect to the

weight filtration WgR on gR induced by W .

Let M ¼MðAdð�Þ;WgRÞ be the relative mono-

dromy filtration on gR defined by AdðN0Þ and WgR,

whereN0 is any interior point of �. Since � commutes

with N as shown as above, � preserves M. We see,

moreover, �� 1 2M�1. This is a special case of the

general fact Lemma 2.2 below, applied to �� 1
which is in WgR;�1 and is in the kernel of AdðNÞ.

Let h 2 �. Then h 2M�2. Hence, by the above

result, h�� �h ¼ hð�� 1Þ � ð�� 1Þh 2M�3. Apply-

ing ��1 from the right, we have h� �h��1 2M�3.
Since ð�; F Þ and ð��; F Þ generate nilpotent orbits, we
have h 2 F�1gC and �h��1 2 F�1gC, respectively

(Griffiths transversality). Hence h� �h��1 2 F�1gC,
and hence h� �h��1 2M�3 \ F�1gC \ �FF�1gC ¼ 0.

Here we use the fact that ðM;FgCÞ is an R-mixed

Hodge structure. Thus we have � ¼ �� ¼ ��. The

condition (3) in 1.6 is verified. �

For the relative monodromy filtration

MðN;W Þ, the following is easily proved.

Lemma 2.2. If x 2Ww and if NðxÞ ¼ 0, then

x 2MðN;W Þw.
3. Partial toroidal compactifications of

classifying spaces of mixed Hodge struc-

tures. The results in [KNU10b] can be general-

ized by replacing fans by weak fans.
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We define the moduli functor of log mixed

Hodge structures with polarized graded quotients.

3.1. Fix � :¼ ð�;�;�Þ. Here � is as in 1.1, �

is a weak fan, and � is a subgroup of GZ which is

strongly compatible with �.
3.2. Let S be an object of BðlogÞ. By a log

mixed Hodge structure of type � over S, we mean

an LMH with polarized graded quotients H ¼
ðHZ;W; ðh ; ikÞk; F Þ endowed with a global section

� of the sheaf �n IsomððHZ;W; ðh ; ikÞkÞ;
ðH0;W; ðh ; ikÞkÞÞ on Slog which satisfies the follow-

ing conditions (1) and (2).

(1) rankZðHZÞ ¼
P

p;q;k h
p;q
k , rankOlog

S
ðFpÞ ¼

P
k2Z;r�p h

r;k�r
k for all p.

(2) For any s 2 S and t 2 Slog lying over s,

if ~��t : ðHZ;t;W; ðh ; ikÞkÞ!
’ ðH0;W; ðh ; ikÞkÞ is a rep-

resentative of the germ of � at t, then there

exists � 2 � such that the image of the
composite map HomðMS;s=O�S;s;NÞ ,! �1ð��1ðsÞÞ !
AutðHZ;t;W; ðh ; ikÞkÞ �!

by ~��t
AutðH0;W; ðh ; ikÞkÞ is

contained in expð�Þ and such that the expð�CÞ-
orbit Z including ~��tðC	Olog

S;t
FtÞ, which is inde-

pendent of the choice of a C-algebra homomor-

phism Olog
S;t ! C, is a �-nilpotent orbit (cf. [KU09]

0.4.24, 2.5.1, 2.5.5).

3.3. Let LMH� : BðlogÞ ! (set) be the contra-

variant functor defined as follows: LMH�ðSÞ for an
object S of BðlogÞ is the set of isomorphism classes

of log mixed Hodge structures of type � over S.

3.4. We define the sheaf of complex analytic

functions on �nD� and its log structure in the same

way as our previous paper [KNU10b]. Everything is

parallel to the pure case [KU09]. We have the same

results as in [KNU10b] by replacing fans by weak

fans. In particular, we have the following

Theorem 3.5. (i) �nD� is Hausdorff.

(ii) Assume that � is neat. Then �nD� is a log

manifold. In particular, it belongs to BðlogÞ. Fur-

ther, it represents the functor LMH� in 3.3.

The period map LMH� ! Morð
;�nD�Þ which
is the isomorphism in this Theorem is as follows:

Let S and H be as in 3.2. Let s 2 S. The associated

point of �nD� by this period map is the image of

ð�; ZÞ 2 D� in �nD�. Here � is the smallest cone of

� satisfying 3.2 (2), which exists by 1.7 (3)00, and Z

is the associated expð�CÞ-orbit as in 3.2 (2).

The proof of 3.5 is similar to that in [KU09].

4. Néron models.

4.1. Assume that �0 :¼
Q

w �
0
w as in 2.1 is

given and �0 ¼
Q

�0w is a subgroup of GZðgrW Þ such

that �0w is strongly compatible with �0w for each w.

Let � be the inverse image of �0 in GZ. So � is a

semi-direct product of �0 and GZ;u.

Take a subgroup � of GQ;u. Assume

(1) GZ;u � �.

(2) ����1 ¼ � for any � 2 �.

An example of � which satisfies (1) and (2) is

� ¼ GZ;u.

The other extreme example is � ¼ GQ;u.

Fix a splitting H0ðgrW Þ ’ H0. Let � be the �-

translations of the trivial extension of �0. By 2.1, �
is a weak fan.

Lemma 4.2. � is strongly compatible with �.

This follows from 4.1 (1) and (2), and the

following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let �0 2 �0 and let � � gR be

the trivial extension of �0 to H0;R. Then for any

� 2 GQ;u, the canonical map �ðAdð�Þð�ÞÞ ! �0ð�0Þ
is of kummer type, that is, it is injective and

some power of any element of �0ð�0Þ belongs to its

image. Here �ðAdð�Þð�ÞÞ :¼ � \ expðAdð�Þð�ÞÞ and
�0ð�0Þ :¼ �0 \ expð�0Þ.

4.4. Let D0 :¼ DðgrW Þ. Assume that we have

a morphism S ! �0nD0�0 from an object S of BðlogÞ.
Let J� be the fiber product of

S ! �0nD0�0  �nD�

in the category BðlogÞ.
In the case � ¼ GZ;u, we will call J� the

connected Néron model. (Here ‘‘connected’’ refers

to the fact that the fibers of J� ! S are connected.)

4.5. Now assume �0 ¼ faceð�0Þ for some

�0 2 �0. Let � � gR be the trivial extension of �0 to
H0;R. Let �1 be the subset of GQ;u consisting of all

elements � such that �ðAdð�Þð�ÞÞ ! �0ð�0Þ is an

isomorphism.

A morphism S ! T in BðlogÞ is called strict if

the log structure of S is the pullback of the log

structure of T .

Proposition 4.6. In 4.5, we assume further

that there are w;w0 2 Z such that grWk ¼ 0 if

k 6¼ w;w0.
(i) �1 is a subgroup of GQ;u and satisfies (1) and

(2) in 4.1.

(ii) For any subgroup � of GQ;u satisfying (1)

and (2) in 4.1, if � denotes the weak fan in gQ
corresponding to �, the following conditions ðaÞ and
ðbÞ are equivalent.

ðaÞ � � �1.

ðbÞ �nD� ! �0nD0�0 is strict.
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(iii) If the equivalent conditions in (ii) are

satisfied, then, X :¼ �nD� ! X0 :¼ �0nD0�0 is a

relative manifold with slits, that is, locally on X

and on X0, there are an n � 0, an open set U of

X0 �Cn, a finite subset I of �ðU; !1
UÞ, and a strict

X0-open immersion X ! U 0 :¼ fu 2 U j the image

of I in !1
u is zerog, where U 0 is endowed with the

strong topology in U and with the inverse images of

OX0�Cn and MX0 . Here !1
U denotes the sheaf of log

differential forms on U, and !1
u denotes the space of

log differential forms on the log point u. The strong

topology of U 0 means the strongest topology on U 0

such that for any complex analytic space A and any

morphism f : A! U of B such that fðAÞ � U 0,
f : A! U 0 is continuous.

Note that relative manifold with slits in 4.6 (iii)

is a relative notion of log manifold in [KU09] 3.5.7.

Note also that n in (iii) must coincide with the

relative dimension of D! DðgrW Þ in this case.

4.6 (i) is easily checked by using the assump-

tion that there are only two non-trivial grWk . (ii) is

clear. (iii) is, roughly speaking, deduced from the

fact that toric�� �DD! toric�0 � �DD0 is smooth by

taking into account slits coming from Griffiths

transversality. Here toric� is the toric variety

associated to �.

4.7. Assume that we are as in the beginning of

4.6. Assume that S ! �0nD0�0 is strict. This means

in this case that for any s 2 S, the map �þ1 ðslogÞ :¼
HomðMS;s=O�S;s;NÞ ! �0ð�0Þ is injective and the

image is a face of �0ð�0Þ.
Let �1 be the weak fan corresponding to �1.

We call J�1
the Néron model. By 4.6 (iii), J�1

! S is

strict and a relative manifold with slits.

Proposition 4.8. In 4.6, assume that S !
�0nD0�0 is strict. We identify the category B=S� (S�
denotes the underlying analytic space of S forgetting

the log structure) with the category of strict objects

of BðlogÞ over S.

(i) For an object S0 of B=S�, there is a natu-

ral functorial injection �ðS0Þ : MorS� ðS0; J�1
Þ !

fH ; LMH on S0 with the given grW such that W on

HQ splits locally on S0g.
(ii) If dimð�0Þ ¼ 1, then � is bijective.

(iii) Assume that s 2 S is given such that

�þ1 ðslogÞ ! �0ð�0Þ is bijective. Let S0 ! S be a strict

morphism, and let s0 2 S0 be a point lying over s.

Then, the stalk of � at s0 is bijective.

Remark. The above � is not bijective in

general. See 4.16.

In 4.8, � is given by the diagram in 4.4. The

problem is that an LMH with the given grW does

not necessarily satisfy the condition 3.2 (2). We can

show that 3.2 (2) is satisfied either on a base of log

rank � 1 or after localization, which implies (ii) and

(iii) respectively.

4.9. Assume that we are as in 4.8. From now

on, assume further grW0 ¼ Z with the standard

polarization, and there is w < 0 such that grWk ¼ 0

for k 6¼ 0; w.

Let H 00 ¼ grWw ðH0Þ. So H0ðgrW Þ ¼ H 00 � Z.

Hence,

GZ;u ’ H 00; GQ;u ’ H 00;Q;

and � satisfying (1) and (2) in 4.1 corresponds to a

subgroup Q of H 00;Q containing H 00 which is stable

under the action of �0 ¼ �0w.
The next is straightforward.

Proposition 4.10. In the situation 4.9,

(i) � ¼ GZ;u corresponds to Q ¼ H 00.
(ii) � ¼ GQ;u corresponds to Q ¼ H 00;Q.
(iii) Assume �0 ¼ faceð�0Þ and define �1 as in

4.5. Then �1 corresponds to

Q1 :¼ fx 2 H 00;Q j �x� x 2 H 00 for all � 2 �0ð�0Þg:

The next variant of 4.8 is proved easily (cf.

[KNU10a] 8.1 ð�Þ).
Proposition 4.11. In the situation 4.9, as-

sume � � �1. Then, on B=S�, J� represents the

functor {LMH with the given grW whose image in

R1��H
0
Z belongs to the kernel of R1��H

0
Z ! R1��Q}.

Here we abuse notation and denote by Q as the sub

local system of H 0Q corresponding to the subspace

Q � H 00;Q.
By 4.10 (i) and by 4.11, we have

Proposition 4.12. In the situation 4.9, the

connected Néron model (4.4) represents the hori-

zontal part of ��HZnHO=F
0, i.e., the part consisting

of sections corresponding to pre-log mixed Hodge

structures satisfying the small Griffiths transversal-

ity (see [KNU10a] 8.1).

4.13. Proposition 4.12 means that in the

situation of 4.9, the connected Néron model is the

Zucker model [Z76] with slits (cf. [KNU10a] §5–§6).

Note that we can not necessarily get the slit Zucker

model by using a fan. That is, we need a weak fan.

For example, assume that �0 is generated by

N 01 and N 02. Let �0 ¼ faceð�0Þ. Let �0 ¼ expð�0gpÞ \
GZðgrWw Þ. Let � correspond to GZ;u. Then, if � is a

fan, then KerðN 01 þN 02Þ must be contained in
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KerðN 01Þ (which does not hold in general). In fact,

let q 2 KerðN 01 þN 02Þ \H 00. Let � 2 GZ;u be the

corresponding element. Let Nj be the trivial exten-

sion of N 0j ( j ¼ 1; 2). Let � be the trivial extension

of �0. Then, the sum of the elements Adð�ÞN1

and Adð�ÞN2 of Adð�Þð�Þ belongs to �. So, if � \
Adð�Þð�Þ is a face of Adð�Þð�Þ, then Adð�ÞN1

belongs to �, which means q 2 KerðN 01Þ.
4.14. Let S be an object of BðlogÞ whose log

rank is � 1. We continue to assume that we are in

the situation 4.9, and assume that we are given an

LMH on grW over S. Then, we can always take,

locally on S, �0 and �0 such that we have a strict

morphism S ! �0nD0�0 (cf. [KU09] 4.3).

The next is another variant of 4.8.

Proposition 4.15. Assume that we are in

the situation 4.9. Assume that S ! �0nD0�0 is strict.
Let S0 ! S be a strict morphism in BðlogÞ. Assume

that S0 is a smooth manifold endowed with the log

structure by a normal crossing divisor.

(i) There is a natural functorial injection

�ðS0Þ : MorSðS0; J�1
Þ ! {admissible normal func-

tions on S0 whose image in R1��H
0
Q is trivial}.

(ii) Assume that dimð�0Þ ¼ 1. Then, �ðS0Þ is

bijective.

(iii) The same statement as 4.8 (iii) holds.

On such an S0 as in 4.15 (i), an LMH with the

given grW is nothing but an admissible normal

function in the classical sense. From this, (i)

follows. (ii) and (iii) are special cases of 4.8.

4.16. In 4.15, � is not bijective in general. In

fact, in 4.9, let w ¼ �1, H 00 ¼ Z4 ¼ Ze1 þ    þ Ze4,

hej; eki�1 is equal to 1 if j ¼ kþ 2, �1 if j ¼ k� 2,

and 0 if otherwise. Let h0;�1
�1 ¼ h�1;0�1 ¼ 2, i.e., we

consider a degeneration of abelian surfaces. Define

N 01 2 g0Q by N 01ðe3Þ ¼ e1; N
0
1ðe4Þ ¼ 2e2, and N 01ðe1Þ ¼

N 01ðe2Þ ¼ 0, and N 02 2 g0Q by N 02ðe4Þ ¼ e2, and

N 02ðejÞ ¼ 0 unless j ¼ 4. Let �0 be the cone spanned

by N 01 and N 02. Let �0 ¼ faceð�0Þ. Let �0 ¼
expð�0gpÞ \G0Z. Let S ¼ �0nD0�0 . Let S0 be a smooth

curve endowed with the log structure by a point.

Consider an admissible normal function on S0 whose
local monodromy coincides with N 01 on grW�1 and

sends the generator 1 of grW0 ¼ Z to e2. Then, this

does not come from MorSðS0; J�1
Þ. In fact, in this

case, any element x of Q1 in 4.10 (iii) is of the form

ae1 þ be2 þ ce3 þ de4 ða; b 2 Q; c; d 2 ZÞ so that, for

the � 2 �1 corresponding to x, Adð�ÞðN1Þ sends 1 2
grW0 to �ce1 � 2de2, which cannot coincide with e2.

Here N1 is the trivial extension of N 01. Hence the

former local monodromy cannot appear from

the admissible normal functions belonging to

MorSðS0; J�1
Þ.

4.17. Discussion about the usual Néron

model. In 4.14, in the case where S is a smooth

curve over C with log structure given by a finite

subset P , w ¼ �1, and F 1H 0O ¼ 0 and F�1H 0O ¼ H 0O,
then J�1

is the Néron model in the usual sense of

its restriction to Striv ¼ S � P which is an abelian

variety J over Striv.

4.18. Relations with other works. In case

where the base is of one dimension, Green-Griffiths-

Kerr [GGK10] constructed a Néron model. In this

case, our construction is in [KNU10a] 8.2, where we

do not need weak fans. Recently, T. Hayama [H.p]

studied the relation of their model and our model

and proved that there is a homeomorphism between

them.

In [BPS.p], Brosnan-Pearlstein-Saito con-

structed a generalization of the Néron model of

Green-Griffiths-Kerr to the case of a higher dimen-

sional base. In [S.p], C. Schnell also constructed a

connected Néron model over a higher dimensional

base. The relationship between these constructions

and the Néron model in this paper should be

investigated.

We remark that our constructions of models

in this section obviously imply some special cases

(cf. 4.4, 4.15) of analyticity shown by Brosnan-

Pearlstein ([BP.p]; cf. also [S.p] by Schnell).
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